CHEFCHAOUEN DAY TRIP
FROM FEZ

DISCOVER THE BLUE CITY OF CHEFCHAOUEN DURING THIS DAY TRIP FROM FES

TAKE TIME TO VISIT SITES SUCH AS THE KASBAH MUSEUM AND THE GREAT MOSQUE

EXPLORE THE SOUKS AND BUY SOUVENIRS SUCH AS WOVEN FABRICS AND RUGS, BERBER JEWELRY, AND LEATHERWARE

Included

- Guided Tour
- Transportation in air conditioned vehicle
- Driver
- On site-assistance

Excluded

- Food and drinks
- Tips (Optional)

Price
400DH /Person

Book now

Call +212 661486203
+212 535658446
info@gm2travel.ma

www.gm2travel.ma
gm2travel
GM2Travel
The tour starts with a pick-up from your hotel in Fes. After boarding your private vehicle, we will head to Chefchaouen (located in the Rif Mountains). Upon arrival, you will be amazed by the magnificent blue walls that make this city famous. You will enjoy about 4 hours to explore the small picturesque streets of the medina, discover the local stores and cafes and visit the large square Uta El-Hamam.

Then, we will continue our visit by going to the museum of the Kasbah, to the great mosque and the ethnographic museum which contains ancient musical instruments, of the weapons used by the Berber ethnic groups of the time as well as photographs of the old city. We will also stop by the river Ras-El-Ma which crosses the old city. For lunch, you will enjoy a succulent traditional meal on top of a terrace offering a panoramic view of Chefchaouen.

Finally, you will be transferred back to your accommodation in Fez.